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Recorded while the band was on tour promoting their first album, Led Zeppelin II spawned the
band's biggest hit, "Whole Lotta Love." This bass TAB book draws from more than 30 years of
documentation, interviews, and recorded footage, and delivers unprecedented accuracy. Titles:
Whole Lotta Love * What Is and What Should Never Be * The Lemon Song * Thank You *
Heartbreaker * Living Loving Maid (She's Just a Woman) * Ramble On * Moby Dick * Bring It on
Home.

"If you are serious about exploring the bass guitar while making the best use of your precious
time, this book will be an essential asset to your creative journey. Ariane has accomplished
nothing less than a flawless road map from the microcosm of basic building blocks to the
macrocosm of advanced comprehension. The book's holistic methodology skillfully combines
the unavoidable facts of music with an elegant psychological approach to the art of learning
itself. Music Theory for the Bassist will take you right to the edge of your nest from where you
can jump into the unknown with a powerful set of wings to fly by.” Kai Eckhardt (Garaj Mahal,
Billy Cobham, John McLaughlin) “I met Ariane a few years back and since our meeting I've only
used her for all my bass tracks. Her inventive style, expertise, and time are exceptional. I suggest
that everyone look at her book and listen to her playing. She underscores the true meaning of
‘foundation with style and groove’.” Keith Olsen Multi Grammy award-winning Producer (Journey,
Foreigner) “I’ve read a lot of books about how to play the bass, and I’ve read lots of books about
music theory, but this was the first book I’ve read that covers music theory from the perspective
of a bass player. Ariane teaches you to be a musician fist, and a bass player second, which is
how it should be. The book is appropriate for all levels, even the absolute beginner with no prior
musical experience. Experienced bassists will learn new ways to understand how music works,
and how the bass fits in with the rest of the band.” Dan Callaway Bassist “Ariane Cap has given
us a remarkably comprehensive and accessible work suitable for bassists and all musicians who
play with bassists. In chapter 13, entitled "Technique Basics" she begins by stating: " Be mindful
that learning proper technique is as much about the mechanics of the body and bass as it is
about building consciousness of what you do and how you do it." From my medical and musical
viewpoint, it is a marvelous rarity when a master musician simultaneously addresses
ergonomics, instrumental mechanics, and the substance of creating beautiful musical lines.
Ariane has succeeded mightily." Robert E. Markison, MDHand Surgeon, MusicianClinical
Professor of Surgery, UCSF School of Medicine Co-founder, UCSF Health Program for
Performing ArtistsCertified Biofeedback Practitioner
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dj, “It's all there - the other reviewer must have an old version (?). There's another reviewer below
who says that portions of the 'bass solo' in "The Lemon Song" are missing, but they're not. It's all
there. There are however several places where knowing how to read music notation is
necessary for the verse parts, such as repeat barline symbols, first/second ending symbols, etc.
which may have confused him. It may seem like those parts are missing, but the notation
indicates to go back and repeat certain areas, which is a fairly standard approach to saving
space/paper/effort.Otherwise this is the official version, the real deal. Many online tab
transcriptions have things wrong, or the fret positioning isn't right, etc. For songs like these which
are so universally covered and practiced, getting the right notation is paramount. Another bonus
is the keys and chords are indicated, plus you get all the vocal melodies/harmonies on a proper
treble clef above the bass transcription, which is great for understanding where the melody is,
and as a good starting pont for doing your own improvised bass fills (I like to do variations on
vocal harmonies when I do bass fills).I'll be getting the other albums for sure.”

Gary Daw, “Five Stars. Very good. Great response  all round.thanks”

marc maron, “reçu. superbe partition musical”

The book by Ariane Cap has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 27 people have provided feedback.
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